TERM 3
*OSHC CAPACITY –

We have been working closely with the school to try to come up with a

solution for our capacity issues here at OSHC. Currently we are licenced for
100 children, but we still have many families on the wait list, and even more for
the following year. We have a couple of ideas we are working on – including long
and short-term solutions. We will keep you informed as things progress.

*FREE CHILDCARE HAS FINISHED –Free childcare has

now finished,

so please make sure you keep on top of your payments again. We have many
families on the waitlist so we will not hold your spot if your account is not paid
regularly. Thank you.

*CANCELLATIONS Please be sure to let us
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know in advance if your child will be absent as we have quite a few
parents who will take whatever casual care is available. You will
not be charged for cancellations if you let us know one week in
advance.

*VACATION CARE in Sept/Oct

–We were hoping to get

back out on some excursions for this next holiday break, but with
the second wave hitting our surrounding states, we have decided
to keep everything on-site again. The
Nature Walk during Vaccare
program should be out by the end of week 4.

*DROP OFF AND PICK UP – Just a reminder to let staff know when
you drop off children in the morning or when you pick them up in the
afternoon. We are again signing children in and out for you during this
time of COVID, but have found that some parents are either dropping off
children in the car park in the morning (you MUST actually walk them into
Before School Care), or picking them up from OSHC without letting us
know that you have taken your child.

*AFTERNOON TEA-

We have a variety of different foods that we
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serve for afternoon tea, with a vegetarian option always available. Some
children do not like what we serve, but we do not offer a substitute just because they are fussy
eaters. Also, the portions are ‘snack-size’ rather than ‘meal-size’, so please send a bit of extra food
in your child’s lunch box if they are picky or hungry eaters.
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